
THE UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING STUDENTS UNION
11/02/21
Sports Union Executive Committee 
Minutes 

There will be a meeting of the Sports Union Executive Committee on the 11th February 2021 held online
at 12:00. In order to ensure the meeting is kept to time please ensure all attached papers are read in
advance. Apologies should be emailed to alban.dickson@stir.ac.uk.

1 IN ATTENDANCE

1.1 Members Present

Edd Keeler EK Sports Union President
Sophie Charlton SC Club President Representative 
Caitlin Croft CC Student Representative
Samantha Davis SD Health & Wellbeing Officer 
Ciara Goddard CG Club President Representative
Natasha Love NL Club President Representative
Tash Miller TM Participation and Engagement Officer
Juliette Oliveras JO Sports Union Communications Officer 
Camy Rosen CR Club President Representative 

1.2 In Attendance

             Alban Dickson AD Sport Development Coordinator 

1.3 Observers

1.4 Apologies

1.5 Absent without Apologies

2 MATTERS ARISING 

3 ADOPTION OF MINUTES

CC proposes, CR seconds

4 CHALLENGES TO ORDER PAPER

5 RESIGNATIONS AND ELECTIONS

6 DATES TO NOTE

6.1 LEAP Training - 18th & 19th February

EK LGBT+ Inclusion Training in February, being opened up so no longer one per club, in 
effort to fill spaces.

6.2 Show Racism The Red Card - 22nd & 24th February

EK Similar situation of sign-ups but will open wider to ensure resources doesn’t go to waste.

6.3 Club AGM Walkthroughs - 25th February

EK One in morning and one in afternoon, this will be an online demonstration talking 
Presidents through running an online election.

7 REPORTS

7.1 Sports President



EK Working over meeting heavy weeks. Looking forward to training going out and Rocket
League  Championships  for  e-sports.  As  posted  online  today,  this  is  a  chance  for
comeptition  for  Stirling  sport  community.  Disappointing  with  direction  of  travel,  that
current situation is ongoing, all indications are that next update will maintain restrictions.
Focus  on  presenting  alternative  opportunities  such  as  Wellbeing  Week  and  e-Sport
activity. Keeping the head up and working hard where we can.

7.2 Health Promotions Officer

SD Wellness  Wednesdays  and  Wellbeing  Week,  with  a  further  meeting  this  afternoon.
Working alongisde Postgraduate Officer on a guide for mental health.

7.3 Sports Union Communications Officer

JO Working with SD on Wellness Wednesday.  Starting a new campaign about teams to
share their workouts for the Instagram, trying to do my best with what we can do.

EK Great job on that front.

7.4 Participation & Engagement Officer

TM Also working with Postgraduate Officer, starting discussions around presenting Autism
Week; format (spotlight on students), discussing barriers and what can be brought to the
sporting community.

EK Big shout out to the whole part-time officer team on their efforts during this difficult time.

8 DISCUSSION & DECISION TOPICS

8.1 AGM Training

EK This year, AGMs are going to be massive, vital for how we return to play and 
recover from Covid. Good leadership will be really important so need to make 
sure people get off to the best start possible. Every year Sports Executive are 
expected to be in attendance at AGMs, asking that for this year to provide a  
democratic backing and help with proceedings. Important that all elected 
members attend, be active in the process.

Training will involve online walkthroughs. At the moment, suggesting people use 
a Google Form to record votes. Need to allow people to run for positions if not 
elected to their preferred position. Ask people to send us their student number for
the forms, so we have a record of who has cast votes; ensure that only paid  
members are voting so that results can be ratified.

TM With sending student numbers, will  they be sent in advance. Need to ensure  
confidentiality of the votes.

EK Need to be there as an impartial  ones to overview the process.  As elected  
representatives we have a basis to oversee.

NL If a student is running for President, then considering other roles if not 
successful, I remember the difficulty in designing the AGM. How can we 
accommodate this?

EK Envisage this being in live meetings, part of the nature of these meetings.
SC In  Womens Hockey,  previously  struggled with  accomodating all  members  to  

attend, so times were staggered throughout the day. Took two days due to the 
size of the committee but pre-posting of positions allowed students to have a  
back-up manifesto prepared.

EK Really interesting idea to be considered. Could present a couple of different ways
of running the AGM. Will work with you to try and establish that.

TM Did  that  work  with  having  a  Sports  Union  Executive  Officer  overseeing  the  
election? Thinking of how this could apply to other clubs, risks of missing own 
votes.

SC Appeared to work well number wise, good consistency in the number of votes  
cast. Members bombarded with messages throughout.



8.2 Sports Ball

EK Sad news that an in-person event will not happen but the right decision based on
what is happening. Most likely, would not be a safe event. Anticipate people will 
have expected this update. Our repsonsibility is to hold a celebration of 
achievement, and how it is framed is up to this Sports Union Executive. What can
we have as an alternative.

TM Last year we had the virtual Sports Ball. Held on the same date, didn’t really see 
the turnout we hoped for. Worked well in the sense that Sports Union Executive 
had worked through the nominations and made decisions that were 
acknoweldged live. A bigger turnout would be good.

EK Valid point about ensuring turnout, almost a later question as first we need to  
design a good event and then plan how to promote it. Experience is one of the 
main reasons people attend. Not always the numbers that matter, but the quality 
of the event.

CR Backing what TM says; establish a date right away to promote and last year  
more participation would be good. Perhaps something like the Oscars where  
nominees could be on screen. Some serious awards and then more fun, 
lighthearted, activities so they aren’t just watching but participating.

EK Yes, could fold in the Big Sports Union Quiz
NL Completely agree, has the potential to be really good. Pre-recorded videos and 

speeches could be good. Best effort available at the time but could be more  
entertaining. Interviews with international athletes and those who did compete.

EK Idea of interviews could be more engaging.
CG Doing something last year was good, but most attendees only watch their own 

club’s  categories.  Pre-interviews  with  the  winners  can  be  good  for  having  
acceptance speeches ready. Live aspect and comments are good

CR leaves

EK Live awards could be done on the night, interactivity is a big aspect. Be great to 
have JO on board. Most of the awards recognise participation and achievement 
in sport, but keen to reward multiple people (for example, commednations for  
creativity) in order to recognise different things. Acknowledgement for what has 
been done. The interactivity element is completely the track we should be going 
down. May create some subgroups for the committee to take forward, will think 
and then invite people. Will put part-time officers into particular subgroups and 
then ask the rest of the Sports Union Executive to volunteer on their areas of  
interest.

9 ANY OTHER COMPETENT BUSINESS

SC Double check with membership refunds, wasn’t necessarily an end date; work  
through as soon as possible.

EK Trying to get as many as possible through February as this will be the Finance 
team’s priority.

NL Took a look at Sports Ball Refund Form, do we need the ticket number?
AD Now changed to not be required.
CC Will we have briefing before club AGMs.
EK Yes, we will set up a meeting.

10 DATE OF NEXT MEETING

25th February, 12:00pm


